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After about 12 years at the helm of Contemporary Jewry, this marks my last

introduction to the journal. This has been a period of tremendous growth for our

field and for the journal. We went from offering readers a single issue a year that

required that the editor prepare the whole enterprise from scratch, including not only

reading and rereading every submission, finding appropriate and willing reviewers

(many of whom were asked to evaluate submissions and revised submissions

multiple times), but also copy-editing, and even printing each issue and acting as

publisher—all on a shoe-string budget and with basically no help. In those days,

which lasted five long years, I even had to handle subscriptions as well as the

inevitable inquiries about lost issues, missing checks, or rates for overseas mailing

or extra copies. Fortunately, Queens College and the City University of New York,

the people who gave me my day job, helped absorb some of the costs, as well as

allow me to expend the enormous time this all took away from my academic duties

and expectations. Those days taught me how much work and effort goes into

making an academic journal. Were it not for my conviction that what Contemporary

Jewry provided for the field was important, I am not certain I would have continued.

Truth be told, there were many days—when I could not find an undergraduate or

graduate student to help me with the myriad details of the job—that I felt on the

verge of dropping the reins and throwing my hands up.

The job did not get easier, and even when at last in 2009 we found our publishing

partner in Springer, with the help of our then President of the Association for the

Social Scientific Study of Jewry and the person who will now become our next

editor-in-chief, Harriet Hartman, the new demands of producing three issues a year

only changed the challenges of this position rather than made them any less taxing. I
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think I can say with some satisfaction that we have meet those new challenges and

that our little journal has increasingly become stronger and better, contributing to

the field and bringing to the attention of an increasingly larger population the work

of our authors. In 2014 alone, we have about 60 % more submissions than in the

preceding year.

Since our affiliation with Springer, all our articles are not only posted online, but

even before the issue is complete and printed in hard copy, they are published online

first—significantly shortening the time between an article’s final acceptance and its

availability to the scholarly community. While as of this writing the data on

downloads of the articles for 2014 is not yet available, for 2013 the number of full

text downloads of our articles was at 7,802. This is a very respectable showing and

means that we have significant numbers of readers beyond those who read us only in

hard copy. Moreover, the number of institutions with exposure via online deals for

our journal is a total of 6,944 institutions in 2013, up from 4,919 institutions in

2012.

Indeed during these 12 years, the journal went from being in the third quartile in

terms of citations in the areas of history, religious studies and cultural studies to

being in the first. If that does not encourage more of you to publish in and read

Contemporary Jewry, I have no idea what would. Moreover, the data demonstrates

that we have truly become an international journal, both in terms of collaboration

and authorship as well as readership.

No editor, however diligent and dedicated, can of course do this job alone, and I am

certainly no exception. The list of people who helped me and the journal get to where

we are today is a long one and I want to affirmmy appreciation to all of those who over

these dozen years helped my efforts. Most prominent among these are the two

managing editors I have been privileged to have helpme run things. First was Dr. Yoel

Finkelman, at present serving as curator of the Judaica collection at the Jewish

National Library in Jerusalem, and now Deborah Grant of Brandeis University. The

professionalism and care that both these fine people have shown in this role have not

only been reflected in the growing influence and professionalism of the journal but I

can say without any shred of doubt that without them I could not have overseen

Contemporary Jewry all these many years. I am forever indebted to them.

In addition the many outside reviewers and evaluators of the articles that we have

received—only a fraction of whom are either members of our large and talented

editorial board or of the ASSJ—and all of whom do their work as volunteers, have

been critical to the rising standards for material that is published in these pages,

standards that longtime readers of Contemporary Jewry will have noted have surely

improved. We remain heavily dependent on a growing cadre of such outside

reviewers whose engagement as gatekeepers to our fields of inquiry and research is

essential to what we try to accomplish in these pages. And on occasion, articles in

the journal have become newsworthy even in the popular press, including in the

pages of the New York Times.

Finally, no journal editor is better than the work of those who publish in the pages

of his or her volumes. We have been fortunate there too. Not only has the work been

of increasingly higher quality, but it has ranged over a wider array of fields—one

reason why we are now so much more often cited in the work of others.
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In part to stretch that range, I instituted a series of special issues built around

specific topics and often with guest editors. From the first issue celebrating the

350th anniversary of Jewish life in North America and exploring Jewish identity

(guest edited by Hillel Kieval), a special issue on the National Jewish Population

Study, as well as special issues on Jewish population studies (guest edited by Sergio

DellaPergola and Uzi Rebhun), the Distancing Hypothesis, Jewish secularism (guest

edited by Barry Kosmin), the Jews of Canada (guest edited by Randall Schnoor),

Jewish demography (guest edited by Leonard Saxe and Sergio DellaPergola), the

place of narrative in the Jewish identity of demographers of the Jews (guest edited

by Debra Kaufman), and my final issue on Jewish music (guest edited by Mark

Kligman). In a way, our ambiguously titled Contemporary Jewry has enabled me to

gradually pack into that title a rich array of topics that reflect the catholicity and

variety of what goes into making contemporary Jewry. Yet, there is much more that

can yet be packed into that portmanteau that carries the life of the Jews of our time

in the hands of so many academic disciplines. I am hopeful that in the years ahead

these pages will continue to help do that.

As for this issue on Jewish music, I have long believed that the changing sound of

song, its rhythms, its practitioners, and its audience is much more than

entertainment or even art. As a social anthropologist, I have long appreciated the

insights of ethnomusicologists and have also sought to include music in my own

work. I was lucky to persuade Mark Kligman to help me raise the consciousness of

our readers to this important area of contemporary Jewry. I will let him introduce

the topic, but I am certain that readers who review the new and old voices in this

issue will agree that we were right in extending the journal’s attention to this

subject. Those of you who read the papers online first already know how right we

were.

As I hand the baton of editorship on to Harriet, I am certain she will not only

preserve our progress, but also add her own stamp to what comes next. I wish her

well and trust she will be an able leader to our readers as we move into the 21st

century. Until then, adieu.
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